[The Effectiveness of Russian Public Health Recommendations for Sanogennykh Behavior in the Heatwave].
There is an urgent need to create adapted for the Russian population of the recommendations in order to improve the efficiency and automation of the process of informing patients about the correct (sanogennykh) behavior in the heat. The proposed health WHO recommendations in 2010 year are difficult to perception, understanding and subsequent patient use without consulting a doctor. creating and testing adapted for the Russian population recommendations for sanogennykh behavior during the summer heat on the basis of the recommendations of the WHO in 2010. 155 persons older than 30 years, 93 people were adapted recommendations (group 1), 62--"classic" WHO recommendations 2010 (group 2). The groups were comparable in terms of the main clinical and demographic characteristics. Results: in the summer 2014 heat waves observed 2: 4 and 10 days, the maximum temperature of 32.7 °C. On the "deterioration of health during a heat wave", complained 20.6% of patients receiving tailored recommendations, and 40%--classic (p = 0.008). The number of cardiovascular complications in group 1 was 0.0 (0.3, 1.4) in group 2--0.0 (0.6, 2.4; p = 0.000). Most effective recommendations noted patients with coronary heart disease and hypertension (87.5%; 9 of them were adapted recommendations 4--"classic") and chronic heart failure (80%; all they got adapted recommendations). customized recommendations sanogennykh behavior during heat waves can be recommended for use in clinical practice for patients with cardiovascular diseases.